CODES FOR WALLY’S TEST

#1 REJECTION (friend refuses)

03. Ask for reason
05. Ask / Ask again / Try again
06. Assert verbally
15. Do nothing
19. Express negative feelings
20. Express positive personal feelings
21. Play alone
22. Find alternative activity
24. Find alternative person
32. Leave / walk / run away / hide
33. Moralize / Criticize / Blame
36. Physical negative (to person)
40. Reject verbally
43. Seek adult assistance
54. Polite

#2 MISTAKE (broken vase)

01. Admit
02. Apologize
11. Deny / lie
17. Explain / give reason or excuse
18. Express feeling of rejection
19. Express negative feelings
25. Fix or repair by self
29. Hide evidence
32. Leave / walk away / hide
38. Punish self
39. Be punished by other (adult)
42. Make restitution
43. Seek adult assistance
46. Spontaneous verbal express

#3 UNJUST TREATMENT (sent to room)

02. Apologize
05. Ask / ask again / try again
06. Assert verbally
08. Comply
10. Deny adult authority
13. Devise appropriate strategies
19. Express negative feelings
23. Seek alternative object
29. Hide evidence
32. Leave / walk away / hide
38. Punish self
39. Be punished by other (adult)
42. Make restitution
43. Seek adult assistance
46. Spontaneous verbal express

#4 VICTIMIZED (constantly teased)

06. Assert verbally
13. Devise appropriate strategy
19. Express negative feelings
30. Ignore
32. Leave / walk or run away / hide
33. Moralize / Criticize
36. Physical negative (to person)
37. Punish parent or other
39. Be punished by adult
43. Seek adult assistance
54. Polite words

#5 PROHIBITED (toy in store)

05. Ask / ask again / try again
08. Comply
10. Deny adult authority
13. Devise appropriate strategies
19. Express negative feelings
23. Seek alternative object
32. Leave / walk or run away / hide
36. Physical negative (to person)
37. Punish other
38. Punish self
39. Be punished by adult
44. Seek other-than-adult assistance
48. Steal / take
51. Wait / accept
52. Scream / Yell / Stomp
53. Defend self
54. Polite words

#6 MISTAKE (ripped pants)

01. Admit / tell the truth
02. Apologize
09. Delay
11. Deny / lie
17. Explain / give reason or excuse
19. Express negative feelings
25. Fix or repair by self
42. Replace or make restitution
43. Seek adult assistance
46. Spontaneous verbal expression
54. Polite words
57. No answer / I don’t know

#7 VICTIMIZED (playing with dolls)

06. Assert verbally
16. Exert self-control
19. Express negative feelings
28. Grab or take object
30. Ignore
32. Leave / walk or run away / hide
33. Moralize / Criticize
36. Physical negative (to person)
43. Seek adult assistance
49. Tease / name call
50. Threaten / coerce
52. Yell / scream / stomp
53. Defend self
54. Polite words
56. Other / out of context

#8 LONELY FEELING (on playground)

05. Ask / ask again / try again
06. Assert verbally
12. Destructive retaliation
14. Just play
15. Do nothing
19. Express negative feelings
22. Find alternative activity
24. Find alternative person
32. Leave / walk or run away / hide
33. Moralize / Criticize / Blame
35. Offer suggestion
36. Physical negative (to person)
43. Seek adult assistance
50. Threaten / coerce
51. Wait / accept
54. Polite words
57. No response / I don't know

#9 BEING CHEATED (cupcake)

04. Ask for retribution
05. Ask / ask again
06. Assert verbally
13. Devise appropriate strategies
19. Express negative feelings
26. Get some more
29. Hide evidence
33. Moralize / Criticize / Blame
36. Physical negative (to person)
37. Punish parent or other
43. Seek adult assistance
49. Tease / name call
50. Threaten / coerce
52. Yell / scream / stomp
56. Other / out of context
57. No response / I don't know

#10 DISAPPOINTMENT (wrecks model)

02. Apologize
06. Assert verbally
12. Destructive retaliation (object)
16. Exert self control

#11 DILEMMA (pizza)

07. Claim (take) all for self
13. Devise appropriate strategies
19. Express negative feeling
23. Find alternative object
27. Give all to other
26. Get some more
31. Leave it to chance
41. Request another give or share
43. Seek adult assistance
45. Share equally
50. Threaten / coerce
54. Polite words
55. Take all for self

#12 ADULT DISAPPROVAL (teacher)

02. Apologize
08. Comply
09. Delay
10. Deny authority of adult
17. Explain / give reason or excuse
19. Express negative feelings
32. Leave / walk or run away / hide
36. Physical negative (to person)
37. Punish parent or other
38. Punish self
39. Be punished by adult
43. Seek adult assistance
47. Stay away in the future
52. Yell / scream / stomp
54. Polite words
57. No response / I don't know

#13 ATTACKED (child hitting you)

06. Assert verbally
13. Devise appropriate strategy
19. Express negative feelings
30. Ignore
32. Leave / walk or run away / hide
36. Physical negative (to person)
37. Punish parent or other
43. Seek adult assistance
50. Threaten / Coerce
51. Wait / accept
54. Polite words